TWA Medallion: $25
The TWA medallions are designed after the TWA pilots' uniform cap insignia, and were the welcome gifts during the 2013 TARPA Convention in Washington, DC.

TWA Key Fob: $18
The Key Fobs are a replica of Captains Wings for TWA, and were the welcome gifts during the 2014 TARPA Convention in Reno.

Price for each item includes shipping and handling. Proceeds from all sales go toward a donation to the TWA Flight 800 Memorial and TWA Museum, which is now a 501(c)(3) charitable organization.

To purchase, please contact:
Captain Bill Kirschner
PO Box 3596
Stateline, NV 89449

For more info, contact Bill:
email: TOPICSEIT@icloud.com • Phone: 775-721-4386